Comments on Climbs at Joshua Tree
by
Roger Linfield
May 9, 2001
The climbs in this writeup, in the 5.7 and harder difficulty range, are ones that I have climbed
(or in a very few cases, started up and backed off from). Unless otherwise stated, all the
climbs in this list are adequately protected. Route numbers are from Randy Vogel’s 1992
guidebook.
The climbs are arranged by my ratings of their difficulty. This is not always the same as the
difficulty listed in Randy Vogel's 1992 guidebook or in Alan Bartlett’s guidebook. I have
made up a list of the climbs for which my rating differs from the published ones.
Because many of the routes at Joshua Tree lie on northeast or southwest faces, it is often
difficult to find a climb that receives morning sun (an important consideration on a cold
morning). Comments on climbs that get morning sun are therefore included. Comments on
climbs that rarely receive any sunlight are also marked ("shaded location"); this information
may be useful on hot days. The comments on sunlight are accurate during most of the
climbing season: from October until early April. In late Spring, the sun rises so far north that
northeast faces receive full sunlight for several hours in the morning. Conversely, climbs
that face due south are in the shade for a few hours just after sunrise at this season.
I plan to update this document (mainly adding additional climbs) about once per year. To
receive a copy of the latest version,or of a similar one on climbs at Suicide Rock, send me email at
rlinfiel@ball.com
Snail Mail
PMB 514
6525 Gunpark Dr., Suite 370
Boulder, CO 80301
Please do not place this document on a web page without my permission.

5.7
AA
Able Was I Ere I Saw
Ellsmere
Acuity
Adams' Happy Acres
Adult Gerbles
Almost Like Real Climbing
Almost Vertical
Andromeda Strain
Aztec Twostep
B Flat
B.M.T.C. Leader
B Sharp
Bakersfield Bomb
Barely Crankin'
Bear Necessities, the
Beck's Bear
Beck's Bet
Big Bird
Big Bob’s Little Wedge
Bighorn Hand Crack
Bitch, Bitch
Blue Suede Shoes
Boomerang
Bonnie Brae
Bonzo Dog Band
Bookman Pitman
Boulder Face
Briar Rabbit
Buissonier
C.C. Takes San Jose
Carmania
Carola's Hip
Chocolate Decadence
Classic Corner
Commander Cody
Court Jester
Coyote Bait
Crack#2
Crack A
Creditor's Claim
Cuddlebone
Da Kitty! Da Kitty!
Damn Dike
Darrens Scrape Scramble
and Ramble
Desert Solitaire
Disappearing Belayer
Dolphin
Double Cross
Double Dogleg
Double Start

very nice finger and hand crack
a short, fairly nice wide hands (crux) and finger crack.
The approach is a bit tricky.
very clean, deep V-slot with fun chimneying
moderately nice short climb up discontinuous crack systems
low quality crack and face
mediocre grainy crack and face - no rappel bolts on top
classic knobby crack
fairly nice thin face and wide chute
loose and unpleasant
so-so crack system
a fun overhanging start (crux) and steep hand traverse leads to a clean, unprotected
friction face
fun steep route with some exposed moves by an overhang
gritty but fairly nice face; steep with lots of hidden holds
fun steep crack and face
a short, lousy climb with a loose start
fairly nice crack
nice hand crack
An initial crux overhang is fun, and leads up to some large, hollow, steep flakes
(nice moves, but caution is needed). The exit move at the top is height dependent.
short but clean finger crack on excellent rock
an easy loose face leads up to a nice hand crack
loose, poorly protected crack/face
a face route on a large boulder. The crux is the start, and is height dependent – you
may need a cheat stone if you are shorter than about 5’ 10”. The climbing above
the start is steep and fun.
fairly nice dihedral with a committing lieback at the crux; somewhat runout
nice, scary thin face; receives early morning sun
fairly nice hand crack
clean lieback in a corner, with the crux near the top
short, steep, fun face climb
fairly nice finger and hand crack
awkward, clean, low-angled flared crack
nice hand crack on excellent rock
a steep, 100' long crack system, with a variety of fun moves; a technical finger
crack/stem crux, and steep hand jamming above
fairly nice offwidth and overhang
awkward and unenjoyable corner system
excellent steep hand crack; great rock
an unpleasant crack and face climb on very poor rock
fairly nice 2-pitch crack climb
very nice mixed face and crack climb
nice hand crack
nice short hand crack (tape up!)
easy groove with a short fun jam/stem crux near the top
good quality face climb
fairly nice hand crack
a runout steep face with loose holds; serious
a mediocre crack
a coarse but fairly good quality hand crack
loose and unpleasant
nice hand crack, widening to a quality offwidth/squeeze chimney; shaded location
classic steep hand and fist crack
excellent knobby hand crack
nice chimney with fair protection

5.7
Drawstring
Dreams Of Red Rocks
Dry Rain
Duchess Right
Dung Fu
Dweeb
East Meets West
Easy As Pi
Eat What You Secrete
Eye Of Amber
Fat Man's Folly
Fine Line Between Genius
and Insanity
Finger Locking Good
Fissure Merde
Five-Four-Plus
Flake Hickey
Flash Gordon
Flies On The Wound
Fluff Boy
Free As Can Be
Freeway
French Flies
Frosty Cone
Fuss Rattle And Roll
Gorgasaurus
Grain For Russia
Grand Hotel
Grand Theft Avocado
Granny Goose
H & R Block
Hawk’s Nest
Head Room
Heartbreak Ridge
Heartless
Hemroidic Terror
Hex Marks The Root
Hoblett
Hot Cross Buns
Hotseat
I Should Be Dancin'
I'm So Embarrassed For You
Invasion on my Fantasy
Ironworks
Jane Pauley
Jessica's Crack
Jo Mama
Jumping Jehosaphat
Jungle
Labyrinth, the
Lazy Day

fairly nice squeeze chimney and easy face above
a fun, somewhat runout, knobby face and crack climb
a fairly nice crack route, with fist jamming down low and offwidth/chimneying up
higher. One or two 5” nuts would help protect the offwidth
very nice clean offwidth
nice hand crack and wide chimney
a fairly nice offwidth in a corner (bring one #4 camalot)
steep face climbing with some neat pockets for handholds, but with a fair bit of
loose rock, and quite poor protection
fairly nice short hand crack
a fairly pleasant route, with moderate crack/chimney climbing leading up to crux
fist jamming; rap off the back side of the formation
so-so face climb
mediocre chute
a slab climb with a headwall above; fairly nice route
hand crack with nice moves, but a hollow flake in the crack makes this a route to
avoid (or toprope)
mediocre shallow crack and knobby face
nice short hand crack
short, clean 4" wide offwidth
a nice hand crack and face that gets morning sun
excellent overhanging hand crack with large face holds
runout face on poor rock
loose - not a good climb
fairly nice, scary, wide chute and thin face
short but fairly nice knobby finger/hand crack
very nice steep knobby crack
nice stemming corner
adventurous two pitch crack climb
fairly nice hand crack
a short, good quality crack, that you can either jam or (easier) lieback
fairly nice awkward hand crack
quality unprotected thin face (crux) and hand crack above; shaded location
a classic, short, vertical, knobby face on great rock; shaded and somewhat
inaccessible location
long, enjoyable knobby crack
fun crack route; not sustained
steep lieback and fun steep face above
fairly nice hand jamming in a dihedral
nice scary thin face (runout)
a fairly good offwidth - take a 5"-6" nut
very short, fun, hand crack with overhang
fairly nice, varied crack system
so-so crack and face route
nice face and crack climb on smooth, shaded rock; harder for short climbers
mediocre - offwidth crux
100’ long offwidth, rather physical. Except for a nolina bush at the start, it is
clean. 90’ rappel from the top
short but classic steep hand crack; gets morning sun
short so-so finger/hand crack; shaded location
fairly nice offwidth and hand crack
so-so crack route
nice shallow, low angle hand crack
nice squeeze chimney on pitch 2
fairly nice crack route with a shallow finger/hand crack; shaded location
fun crack and face; receives morning sun

5.7
Left Overs
Left S Crack
Lickety Splits
Life's a Bitch And Then
You Marry One
Little Bunny Fu-Fu
Little Rock Candy Crack
Lizard Robbins
Lucas Palucas
Mental Physics
Minotaur
Model T
Mom For The Road
Morris
Mr. Misty Kiss
Mr. Ranger Sir
Nereltene
Never Cry Louie
New Toy
New Year's Quickie
Omega
On The Air
Overhang Bypass
Pacific Ave. Dorm
Padded Handcuffs
Paint Me Gigi
Palm-U-Granite
Piddle Pug
Polar Bears In Bondage
Poodle Lizard
Pop Goes Hawaiian
Poultry Pilots
Power Line
Practice Rehearsal
Princess
Quien Sabe
Resurrection (route 2646)
Reverend, the
Rings Around Uranus
Robo Cop
Roboranger
Rock-A-Lot
Sabretooth
Santa Claus Right
Satchmo
Scotch With A Twist
Scream Chuck
Sentimental Apathy
She's So Unusual
Skinny Dip
Smooth As Silk
South Buttress (route 3619)

very enjoyable steep crack and face; not strenuous (toprope)
hand crack with large, loose holds
excellent lieback/finger crack and runout face above
clean hand crack in excellent rock; not sustained
fun short face with crux entry move and a nice arete above
fun cracks and knobby face
easy hand jamming up a flared chimney leads to a crux fist jam exit
a fun face climb, 70’-80’ long, with knobs and smearing on very coarse-grained
rock
very nice hand crack and face
fairly nice steep face, lieback, and hand crack
fun short, steep face climb up some crack systems
very nice route; a finger crack leads to an exposed face traverse; in the sun all day
a short, mixed crack and face route on good rock; fun
excellent steep knobby crack
nice hand and finger crack
clean hand/fist jam and lieback (take 3"-4" nuts)
a fairly nice face route; quite runout, but not sustained. This climb gets morning
sun.
fun tricky climbing up a crack and pocketed face
short, clean hand crack
full pitch route with a fun, balancy crux and a long, easy, dirty gully
a fun route with a nice variety of moves - face, flake, and foot jamming; the rock is
a bit loose in places
nice, unusual thin face with hand traverse above
excellent clean steep face with good protection
short, lousy, unprotected dike
100' long unprotected thin face on good rock; in the sun all day
fairly nice steep face
a very grainy hand crack; so-so
fairly nice crux finger jamming and easy face above
short, mediocre steep face
fun moves up a steep, solid dike
nice hand crack
poor rock and poor protection; shaded location
crack route with a fun, steep, knobby crux
fun lieback crux
fairly nice face and crack climb
easy wide chimney and short thin face
nice hand crack
very nice 140' long climb; hand jamming and face climbing
long, very nice clean face; receives early morning sun
The crux overhang at the start (strenuous) is fun, and the 5.6 dihedral at the top
(delicate) is fairly nice. If you do it in one pitch, rope drag is a big problem.
fairly nice hand crack and steep face, with a long runout
mediocre chimney/lieback and face climb
fairly nice knobby crack; a bit loose
so-so crack
runout, quality crack/face with a crux start; in the sun all day
a few fun crack and face moves on steep rock; poorly protected
a coarse and grainy face; nothing special
a very nice finger crack
unique crack and chimney climb with a tight tunnel half way up; not for climbers
with large rib cages
very nice clean finger crack
a long, pleasant pitch, not sustained, with a crux start

5.7
Spinner
Squirrel Roast
Steady Breeze
Stop Grumbling
Stichter Quits
Stucca By A Yucca
Sugar Daddy (route 913)
Swift, the (route 548)
Swishbah
Taurus
Tax Evasion
Tiptoe
Tobin Bias
Toe Jam
Toga Party
Trivial Pursuit
Twinkle Toes
Twins
Unwed Mudders
Up Chuck
Ursa Major
Vagabonds
Walk On The Wild Side
Water Moccasin
West Face Overhang
White Lightning
White Powder
Willard
Willit Slab
Wind Cries Mary, the
With Malice And Forthought

a steep face climb to the top of a small, free-standing pillar. The climbing isn’t
very noteworthy (gritty and runout), but the summit is very nice.
a fun, runout, exposed knobby face
nice short thin face (no protection, but the crux is only 6' above the ground)
a good quality hand crack
nice thin face with good protection
mediocre crack
mediocre crack route
two long pitches of good crack and face climbing
a fun climb, with a short, strenuous lieback entry move, and a crux headwall (face
and finger jams) up high
good quality crack climb, with finger jam/lieback crux up high
fun and exposed steep face
classic short edging problem, with excellent protection
awkward lieback (crux) and chimney
fairly nice low angle flared foot jam crack
clean, enjoyable face climb - runout
a fun, runout face route
so-so; crux face moves next to a thin crack
low quality, grainy fist crack
fun 100' long climb, tricky and strenuous
good quality thin face
mediocre route, with a strenuous crack crux down low
a loose, poorly protected face climb
very nice exposed thin face; 2-3 pitches
nice thin face
mediocre crack and face
very nice hand crack on good rock
mediocre fist crack
mediocre thin face - loose
nice, well bolted low angle face
a fun route, with a crux exposed thin crack up high; gets morning sun
fun thin crack

5.8
3rd Class It
Acupuncture
All-reet Arete
Anniversary Special
Annointed Seagull
Aquino
Arturo's Special
Auld Lang Syne
Awful Width, the
Baby Face
Baby Roof
Baby-Point-Five
Bacon Flake
Ballbury
Bambi Meets Godzilla
Beautiful Dreamer
Berkeley Dyke
Big Step
Blonde Bombshell Babylon
Bombay
Bonny's Boo-Boo
Boulder Crack
Bouncer
Breakfast Of Champions
Bryant Gumbel
Bublinki
Buckets To Burbank
Bush Crack
But Fear Itself
Butterfingers Make Me
Horny
Cake Walk (route 496)
Captain Kronos
Carrot
Catch A Falling Star
Cementary
Center Convergent Crack
C.F.M.F.
Chaffe n' Up
Chicken Bones
Chocolate Is Better Than Sex
City H
Climb Of The Cockroaches
Conservative Policies
Continuum
Crack B
Cranny
Cryptic
Dancin' Daze
Dangers of Conformity
Dappled Mare
Date Queen
Deceptive Corner
Deliver Us From Evil

short but very enjoyable, with a crux overhang and a 5.7 exit crack
fun, south-facing hand crack
a fairly nice buttress, with a long runout on 5.6 moves
fairly runout, quality thin face
nice steep face on good rock with a few crack moves; shaded location
crack with a nice stemming entry move and hand jams above, but with several
large, loose holds
very nice steep face; receives early morning sun
loose, unpleasant hand crack
good quality, pleasant wide offwidth
face climb on good rock, with a long ruout at the crux
a fun crux overhang leads to easy climbing above; not sustained
thin face; crux start, with runout 5.6 above
nice knobby hand crack; harder for short climbers; receives morning sun
fairly nice runout thin face
easy chute and long, fun, crux hand crack
a rather nice hand crack in a shady location; fairly sustained
nice thin face - very runout
fun unusual face climb with unprotected start; much harder for short climbers
a short, fun crack climb, with a fist jam crux
nice finger jamming
thin face, not sustained; receives early morning sun
overhanging start and hand jam above, fairly nice
very nice finger crack on good rock; in the sun all day
pleasant but very runout face
short mediocre crack with face moves at the crux; shaded location
a fun, steep knobby 5.7-5.8 hand crack leads to a delicate crux face; a very good
route
nice steep knobby face
nice lieback and finger crack
nice, steep, strenuous hand and fist crack
very nice knobby 5.8 crack
excellent finger and hand crack, with some very fun steep face moves
strenuous flared hand crack with a short offwidth section; receives morning sun
crux finger jamming with a seriously runout face above
fun hand traverse along a crack
a fairly nice crack, with shallow, flared hand jams; shaded location
fairly nice shallow crack
very short face and crack, with an unprotected crux start
varied; finger jams (crux), stems, and very runout 5.6/5.7 face
short steep face with large, widely spaced holds
so-so crack
fairly nice finger and hand crack
steep with some fun face/flake moves, but some large loose holds detract from the
experience
so-so steep face and crack
excellent hand crack with crux start
nice hand and fist crack (tape up)
fairly nice hand crack and lieback
classic steep face, with great protection
loose, unpleasant crack and face
fairly nice steep hand crack
nice 2-pitch crack climb
fairly nice offwidth and squeeze chimney
quality steep face with overhangs, in a very cool, shaded location
a full pitch, steep face climb with long runouts; worth doing

5.8
Dinkey Doinks
DOA
Dogleg
Don't Touch That Flake
Dorothy Goes To Jail
Double Crux
Downpour
Dr. Corby’s Discovery
Driving Limitations
Earn Quick Or Die
Eff Eight
Fabulous T. Gordex Cracks,
the
Face Of Tammy Faye, the
Fatal Flaw
Feltoneon Physics
Fender Bender
Fiendish Fists
Filth
Flake, the
Flake And Bake
Flat Tire
Flue, the
Four Car Garage
Fun Stuff
Funky Dung
Gem (route 3015)
Generic Route
Gila Monster, The
Grain Surplus
Grand Cayman
H. R. Hardman
Haberdashery, The
Hands Off
Hard Science
Heat Wave
Hit It Ethel
Hop Sing
Hope And Glory
Hut Tubs From Hell
I Am Not A Crook
I Can Believe It’s a Sandbag
Into The Black
Jaime's Big Show
Joan Jetson
Jugular Vein
Kickoff
Kublai Corner
Kundalini-Linguini-Weenie
Large Marge
Leader's Fright
Lean Two Left
Less Than Meets The Eye
Letdown, the

very nice jam crack on a pocketed face; shaded location
seriously runout steep face, with good rock
nice hand crack and chimney
short face climb, with only 1 or 2 interesting moves
a quality hand crack; fairly short
has two fun overhangs (the cruxes)
fairly nice low angle dihedral, with liebacking, finger jamming, and face climbing
steep face moves and crux wide finger jams; fairly nice
fun face which is not sustained
non sustained crack and face route on gritty rock; so-so
nice steep hand crack
has some nice crack climbing, but is a bit loose
excellent gymnastic knobby face
fairly nice crack
fairly nice offwidth
long slab climb, with a runout crux headwall; good quality
pleasant hand crack - shaded location
short, unprotected face; so-so
very good full pitch route, with chimneying, jamming, and face climbing
nice steep bucketed face; receives morning sun
steep route with nice hand jams and face moves, but lots of loose rock; shaded
location
fairly nice steep face and hand crack
a fun vertical knobby crack, with good hand jams and large knobs
fun unprotected face move down low; runout crack and steep face above
fairly nice hand and fist crack, with an awkward crux overhang
excellent hand crack in a shaded location
unpleasant, grainy offwidth
a steep hand crack and crux offwidth leads to an exposed, runout traverse and
easier fist crack above; rather grainy
jam/lieback; quite loose
a short route with a very short thin face crux; nothing special
nice thin face
an awkward, slanting hand crack - not much fun
fun hand crack with some stemming
poorly protected squeeze chimney
so-so face with serious runout on 5.6/5.7; receives morning sun
enjoyable crack and (crux) thin face; moderately runout
a long crack that looks nice, but is greasy and unpleasant
high quality finger crack (crux) leads to easier moves above
fun route, with jams and steep face moves in a dihedral
fairly nice runout thin face
an easy ramp leads to a short, crux headwall, with a somewhat serious potential fall
on the crux
a long 5.7 hand crack leads to a short offwidth crux
not a very good route, and not very good protection
face climb with just one hard section; nothing special
fun steep pocketed face
mediocre crack
short, but clean and aesthetic lieback on excellent rock
sustained, exposed, good quality thin face
fairly nice finger and hand crack – better than it looks from the ground
fun steep face, runout in places
short, clean, widening offwidth
nice thin crack on a smooth face
fairly nice route, with interesting footwork up a long dihedral

5.8
Lion Tamer
Lizard Skin
Love At First Bite
Lucky Lady
Lumping Fat Jennie
Lurch
Mad Hatter, The
Made In The Shade
Maggie's Farm
Main Face (route 3698)
Monkey Business
Monument Manor
More Hustle Than Muscle
Morning After, the
Mosaic
Mr. Bunny vs. Six
Unknown Agents
Mush Puppies
Music Box
My Goose is Loose
My Little Pretty
Nickel Slots
Not King Cole
Nurn's Romp
Nuts Are For Men Without
Balls
Oh Pinyon Crack
Oh God, It's My Boss
Old Man And The Poodle, the
Omaha Beach
Oral Sex Bozeman
Orange Flake
Out Of Step
Out Of The Wind
Owatafooliam
Palmreader
Parental Guidance Suggested
Pathetic Face
Pearls Before Swine
Pfundt’s Folly
Pig In Heat
Pleasure Principal
Poetry In Motion
Poodle In Shining Armor
Pope's Crack
Porky's Excellent Adventure
Potlatch
Primal Urge
Quivering Lips
R&R
Raging Intensity
Rainy Day Women

80' long face climb on great rock, with fairly long runouts
fun hand crack and steep face climb
pleasant unprotected steep face
very nice thin face, runout at the start; receives early morning sun
scary, shallow hand crack
fun, knobby finger crack
easy chimneying leads to a short crux hand crack and delicate lieback above; fairly
nice
offwidth move (crux) leads to pleasant hand jamming; a good route
mediocre crack route
an excellent 100' long route, with a nice mix of crack and steep face climbing. The
crux is a clean, flared hand crack.
fairly nice roof problem
unprotected steep face moves and runout climbing up a
thin crack system (fun) leads to a runout face exit
The line shown in the guidebook is a bit in error.
poor loose undercling/lieback
nice climbing up discontinuous cracks and an overhang
short fun thin face on great rock
nice steep crack and face climb
short mediocre crack and face
excellent hand crack
mediocre toprope face problem, with a few fun moves
fun steep, bucketed face
loose climbing leads up to a crux flared chimney
nice squeeze chimney
crux overhang start, and easy hand jamming above, on good rock
mediocre hand and fist crack, with poor protection
clean, aesthetic 25' long vertical hand crack
fun face climb, more a mental challenge than a physical one
fairly nice hand crack; a bit gritty
short, low angle face with only one 5.8 move
fairly nice crack and face route; rather runout near the top
fun crux face pitch (pitch 1)
short climb, with a crux face sequence half way up
a short, steep, strenuous finger crack; fairly nice
gritty, unpleasant hand crack
a fun hand/finger crack with a steep face exit move
fairly nice, but not sustained, climbing inside a chute
fun, steep face
an unprotected steep, strenuous face leads to a vertical hand crack; fairly nice
a short, low quality crack route
pleasant steep face - serious runout
a fairly nice offwidth in a dihedral
nice, steep face climb to the top of a pinnacle
NO ANCHOR ON TOP!
loose and scary, a route to avoid
fairly nice hand crack; receives morning sun
fairly nice face climb; smearing
finger crack with crux start; fairly nice
clean, steep dihedral - a good climb
fun hand crack on good rock
mediocre face and crack
fairly nice, varied crack climb
clean crack route with a shallow, thin hands crux

5.8
Ranger Danger
Rat Ledge
Raven, the
Rhythm Of The Heart
Right N Up
Right Peyote Crack
Right Sawdust Crack
R.M.L.
Roan Way
Roberts' Crack (route 2789)
Roller Coaster
Rollerskating with Aliens
Roman Pretzel
Safe Muffins
Sail Away
Sanctify Yourself
Save the Ales
Savwafare Ist Everywhere
Scrumdillyishus
Season Opener
Sentinel Beach
Slam Dunk
Small World
Soma
Sound Of One Shoe Tapping,
The
Southwest Passage
Snnfchtt
Space Walk
Spacely Sprockets
Span-nish Fly
Spider
Spider's Web
Spirit Of The Dead
Steeped T
Straight Flush
Such A Poodle
Tabby Litter
Take Five
Tales Of Brave Ulysses
Tasgrainian Devil
Teeter Totter
Tennis Shoe Crack
Thin Spin
Thompson Roof
Tige
Tight Shoes
Toe The Line
Toto’s Canine Hot Lunch
Troglodyte Crack
Tucson Bound
Turtle Vein
Undercling Bypass
Unicorner, the
Up And Down

mediocre lieback; runout with protection tricky to place
unaesthetic face
a fairly nice, steep, pocketed face route; somewhat runout. Bring a #4 friend to
place in an adjacent crack near the top.
a fun face climb; no protection
seriously runout, but aesthetic face climb
fairly nice hand crack
excellent short, strenuous hand crack (tape up)
excellent route - overhang start with thin face above
a good 3-pitch climb with a crux sequence up a groove on the second pitch
very short thin crack; so-so
a poor route, due to much loose rock
a fun, steep, exposed face; bring a medium-large cam to protect the entry move
a fun mix of stems, jams, and overhanging face moves in a steep dihedral
so-so offwidth
excellent knobby hand crack in a shaded location
steep face with lots of fun, varied moves
interesting stemming in a corner - harder than it looks
fairly nice intermittent crack climb
high quality steep, knobby crack
mediocre awkward crack and face
a dreadfully loose, grainy route with poor protection
a so-so wide crack, with jams and some face moves
steep clean finger crack on great rock
face climb with a loose start but pleasant steep moves (crux) above on good rock
face climb, nothing special
mediocre thin crack in a chute
a very mediocre route, with unprotected crux face moves at the bottom
a very nice clean, strenuous, exposed hand crack in a shaded location
a fun face climb
unique wide stemming up a chute
face traverse with overhang finish; nice
fairly nice steep face and crack
low angle face on good rock
a short, very contrived route
fairly nice hand crack; a bit gritty
gritty crack and face, with a few nice moves
excellent short hand crack; shaded location
fairly nice crack
clean, enjoyable finger crack on good rock
nice finger crack and lieback
short, steep flake with a few fun moves at the start
excellent hand crack on a knobby wall
clean, enjoyable thin crack, with face moves and jamming on good rock
mediocre grainy route, with a crux overhang
a face route with poor rock and long runouts
enjoyable, runout face
low angle face leads to an excellent steep hand crack (crux)
a fun, south-facing slab route
unaesthetic offwidth
a very nice route – face climbing on knobs with a thin crack for protection; shaded
location with a long approach
fairly nice face climb, with long runouts on easy climbing
hidden traverse below an imposing roof on good rock
large, mediocre dihedral with a squeeze chimney crux and some loose rock
so-so face climb

5.8
V Cracks, Right
(Virgin Isles East)

a mediocre crack with crux hand jamming

5.8
Vagmarken Buttress
Volga Boat Men
W.A.C
Wallaby Crack
Walt’s Solo
Wandering Winnebago
We Dive At Dawn
We'll Get Them Little Pricks
Wet Pigeon
What a Joke
Where Two Deserts Meet
Where's Baldo
Which Witch
White Collar Crime
White Trash
Worthwhile Pile
Zardoz
Zigzag
Zouave Détente

a full pitch of varied climbing, with a long runout at
one point, but a well protected crux face sequence
poor grainy hand crack
nice thin face, not sustained; runout on 5.6 moves
mediocre; crux overhang start and flared chimney above
fairly nice thin crack on a buttress; it uses more balance than strength
1 1/2 pitches of pleasant, varied, exposed climbing
fairly nice lieback
fairly nice face climb with a thin dike
short route with a crux start
shallow, flared crack - somewhat runout
high quality lieback and finger crack
a mediocre lieback and face climb
fairly nice chute, with jam moves
very nice thin face; runout
a gritty, unaesthetic slanting crack system
mediocre climb with adequate protection
fairly nice thin face with a small overhang; very runout
awkward clean chimney, fairly runout (take 4"-5" nuts); shaded location
a steep, pocketed crux face (quality) with a serious runout leads to a nice hand
crack; gets morning sun

5.9
976 (route 775)
A Last Cigarette Senor?
Ace Of Spaces
Addams Family
Alice In Wonderjam
Alligator Lizard
Alligator Tears
Alpentine
Another Qualude for Elvis
Answer, The
Are We Ourselves
Ass Of Dog
Atomic Wedgie
Baby Route
Bank Note Blues
Banquet
Beam Aboard
Beer Belly Blues
Big Brother
Bilbo
Biological Clock
Bite Me
Bivvy Kitten
Black Eye
Black Rhino
Blood And Cuts
Bloodymir
Blue Moon
Blue Nun
Bolivian Freeze Job
Boris The Spider
Bradley
Bubba's Tourist Trap
Buster Hymen
Caramel Crunch
Cat Walk
Caught Inside On A Big Set
Channel Surfer
Cherry Blossom
Chicken Mechanics
Circus, Circus
Clamming At The Beach
Closed on Monday
Cole-Evans
Cole-Lewis
Colorado Crack
Count on Your Fingers
Cows In The Shade
Coyote Crack
Crack #5
Crack #6
Crank Queenie
Credibility Gap

fairly nice finger and hand crack, with adequate protection
steep, strenuous hand crack with 2 bulges; fun
nice finger and hand crack
long, thin, knobby crack with lots of good moves
very nice steep hand and fist crack
a very short, steep face climb
short, very gymnastic, enjoyable roof problem
fairly nice stemming and shallow fist jams in a vertical dihedral
fairly nice finger and hand crack
a finger to hand crack deep in the back of an arch; awkward and not much fun
mediocre crack and face
5.9 finger crack, with a 5.8+ hand crack above; fairly good route
grainy hand and fist crack; mediocre
really just a boulder problem
fairly good offwidth
fairly nice slanting finger and hand crack; fairly strenuous
a steep, quality face climb on a free-standing pillar/boulder; somewhat runout
a crux start leads to a blank dihedral with tricky pro
a steep groove leads to a low angle flared hand crack; not sustained or strenuous
short, overhanging hand crack; not recommended
fairly nice hand crack and steep face, with a short crux face sequence at the top
a grainy and unpleasant crack route, with the crux in the first 10’
face climb in a sunny location The steep crux sequence near the ground is quite
fun, but is harder for climbers shorter than about 5'11"
loose, scary face climb
high quality steep face climb on good rock
interesting flared hand jamming on coarse but solid rock (tape up)
fairly nice steep face and awkward hand crack
very short, so-so thin face
very short, with a few neat moves; protection difficult to place
fun but runout face climbing up a shallow flared crack
a short face and crack; so-so
short face climb with two bolts; nothing special
fun, non-committing thin face; receives early morning sun
mediocre crack
mediocre hand crack
a long, steep face, with a slanting dike and many knobs; gritty rock, but the moves
are lots of fun
very pleasant overhanging face and crack
a fun but somewhat runout thin lieback
a fun, well-protected face
fun crux overhang with a clean finger crack above; gets morning sun
exposed, exciting jamming up a ramp system, with a crux exit move up over a
headwall
fairly nice fist crack
fun roof with thin face above; loose near the start
fun face climb; 165' rope needed
mediocre flared finger crack
superb, sustained finger crack in a very shaded location
fun steep crack and face, with several long moves
nice, fairly steep face
a fun crux overhang at the start leads to low angle but tricky hand jamming; a fairly
nice route
one of Joshua Tree's best hand cracks; sustained
fairly nice hand and fist crack
fairly nice shallow finger and hand crack
nice thin crack and steep face

5.9
Crown Jewels (route 3735)
Crown Jewels (route 2286)
Damper
Dazed And Confused
Dead Bees
Death Of A Decade
Deep Throat
Desperado (route 1034)
Diamond Dogs
Didn't Your Mama Ever Tell
You About A Stranger's
Bolts
Direct South Face
DMB, the
Do Or Dike
Don't Look A Gift Frog In
The Mouth
Doomsday
Dummy's Delight
Early Bird
Easter Overflow
Enchanted Stairway
Enforcer, the
Euthyphro
Excitable Boy
Farewell To Poodles, a
Feats Don't Fail Me Now
Filet of Cole
Fissure of Fish
Fisting In Loveland
Flawless Fissure
Footloose
For a Few Swidgets More
For Whom The Poodle Tolls
Forgotten Crack, the
Friend Eater
Friendly Fists
From Here To Infirmary
Fumblers Below The Roof
Gail Winds
General Hospital
Gin Fizz
Glad Hander
Glumpies
Gnatty Dread
Golden Years Variation
Goldilocks
Good Book, the
Gorilla Tactics
Grain Death
Grounder
Hand Wobler Delight
Hang Ten

short, steep face with fairly good rock
fairly nice two pitch crack and face route
clean hand and fist crack
quality face climb
nice thin face
very enjoyable stemming in a dihedral, with some jamming; bring 3"-4" nuts
mediocre
a fairly nice climb; mixed crack and face, with a crux overhang
pleasant, memorable undercling and face
low angle face, with a loose crux section; not
recommended
nice roof crack
steep face climbing on slick rock; fairly nice
steep face with lieback crux move; not a memorable climb
short, unaesthetic finger and hand crack in a corner
an excellent vertical face, with an intriguing, balancy crux
fun hand jamming (thin hands at the crux)
quality climb; lieback (5.8+), steep face (5.9), and overhang (5.9+)
a nice, fairly long thin face; easy after the crux start
fun face climb, with only one hard move (near the start)
fairly nice crack; the crux is a shallow, flared slot
very nice steep hand crack
short, fun lieback and hand crack
good route with tricky side pulls and steep face moves at the crux, followed by 80'
of fun finger and hand jamming
fairly nice thin face
unusual, fun flared finger and hand jams
moderate jamming and stemming leads up to an interesting crux section, with
stemming and very shallow jams; a good route, despite grainy rock
so-so fist crack
very nice; committing lieback and clean finger crack above
low quality hand crack with a very short hard section
tricky fingertip liebacking leads to a clean, strenuous hand crack near the top
very gritty, unpleasant
flared hand and fist jamming; not sustained
clean, aesthetic thin hands crack
short overhanging hand and fist crack on good rock
short but worth doing, with a crux hand/wide hands roof crack
fun hand jamming out over a roof; easier than it looks
a fun, balancy face climb (toprope)
loose and runout flake and face; 165' rope needed
steep face with an unprotected crux 10' up on solid rock; in the sun all day
nice crack with a few tricky moves
VERY DANGEROUS lieback up a large, loose flake
a fun route, with stemming up a dihedreal, and a crux roof
a good route, with stems and thin liebacks at the crux
some runout 5.8 face moves half way up lead to a crux exit move in a bulging
corner
fairly nice low angle hand crack
a steep and fairly interesting face climb on good rock
a loose, ant-infested hand crack
nice lieback and hand jam
shallow 5.9 offwidth on pitch 1, followed by a crux overhang (undercling or fist
jam moves) on pitch 2; good route
fairly pleasant steep face and crack; not sustained

5.9
Hans Solo
Helicopter Memory Farts
High Plains Drifter
Hobo Chang Ba
Horny Corner
Hot Crystals
Hot Fudge
House Of The Homeless
Hunkloads To Hermosa
I Slept with L.K.
I Taught I Taw a Puddy Tat
In And Out
Infectious Smile
Irresponsibility Lessons
It
It's About Time
It’s Cracked Up to Be
Jack Of Hearts
Jojoba Crack
Just Another Crack From LA
Just Another New Wave
Route
Just Another Roadside
Attraction
Kachina
Kate's Bush
Kemosabe And Tonto
Key To The Kingdome
Kinda Sorta
Kippy Corner
Kleptomania
Kublai Khan
La Reina
Last Ticket To Obscuritiville
Lead Us Not Into Temptation
Leading Lady
Left Convergent Crack
Legal Briefs
Life In The Fat Lane
Little Big Man
Live From Tasmania
Looney Tunes
Loose Lady
Lovey
Lust In The Wonderland
Lust We Forget
M & M's Plain
Mad Men, The
Magic Kingdom
Magic Touch, the

mediocre lieback and hand jam
a very nice face climb, with runouts on sustained 5.8 sections
crux finger and hand jamming leads to face climbing; a nice mix of moves in a
sunny location
a fun face climb with steep balance moves; fairly runout
fun dihedral with hand jamming, offwidth, stemming, and a steep move onto a face
(crux) at the top
fun climb - steep face with some crack moves
runout vertical pocketed face; shaded location
fun, short face climb
interesting steep face; a mental challenge; receives early morning sun
good quality, knobby finger and hand crack
a fairly long, good quality crack climb, with stemming and crux lieback moves
a somewhat contrived offwidth
fun, exciting, steep runout face
an excellent steep knobby finger and hand crack
lieback crux
a low quality pocketed face; poor protection
strenuous jand jamming over an overhang on grainy rock; fairly nice, but short
quality steep hand crack
a fun crack route, with a fingers/hands crux leading to a wider crack above. Bring
a #4 friend to protect the short offwidth finish
mediocre thin crack
clean, short, south-facing finger crack
a pleasant short, steep finger and hand crack
very nice crack
long, sustained hand crack - an excellent climb
a clean, enjoyable climb, with 2-3 sections of 5.9 hand jamming
a tricky, inobvious entry sequence leads up to a roof; a bolt protects a long crux
move past a bulge; fun climb
crack and face route; very insecure, but you can get adequate protection if you're
patient
a fun and sustained south-facing climb; a crux roof leads to runout face climbing
a fairly nice face route
a strongly slanting crack system, with committing moves over bulges; shady
location
nice steep lieback and jam
a clean crack with a short lieback/jam crux
nice, sustained face climb
seriously runout face and stemming route up an intermittent crack system
short crux sequence (finger jams) leads to an easy hand crack
mediocre crack
short, but fairly nice hand crack
a fun, steep exposed finger and hand crack on an arete; the start would be harder if
you're shorter than about 5' 9"
quality clean, steep, short hand crack
very nice finger crack, with a flared 5.7 chimney above
quality, well-protected 120' long thin face
clean, awkward hand crack in the back of a flake; fun
flared crack and face - seriously runout
mediocre route; only one short hard section
a so-so crack with a very short hard section
a fun steep face with mostly positive holds
nice steep face with some runout moves
a crack with very poor rock

5.9
Manny, Moe, & Jack
Manwich Queen
Mare's Tail
Math
Metabolic Frolic
Mommy Dearest
Morituri Te Salutamus
Morning Star
Mr. Bunny Quits
Mrs. Paul's
Negasaurus
Ninny's Revenge
Nobody Walks In LA
(route 2435)
Nobody Walks In LA
(route 493)
Nobody's Right Mind
North Overhang
Norwegian Wood
Nuke The Whales
Nurses In Bondage
Odds And Sods
Opus Dihedral
Orphan
Over The Hill
Overseer
Peabody's Peril
Pepason
Perhaps
Pitch Black
Pizza Pizza
Poodle Jive
Poodle-oids From The Deep
Popular Mechanics
Precious Jewel
Primal Flake
Prime Cut
Prom Queen
Progressive Lizard
Psoriasis
Psycho Groove
R.A.F
Ravens Do Nasty Things To
My Bottom
Rhino Bucket
Right Archimedes Crack
Right Lechlinski Crack
Right S Crack
Rites Of Spring
Rock & Roll Girl
Rock Candy
Room To Shroom
Route 183 (route 785)
Route Canal

pleasant, varied climb (face and lieback)
a fairly nice, runout face on good rock
fairly nice crack and face
a clean but not very interesting wide crack
a steep face route that gets morning sun; so-so
a loose and dirty crack system
easy except for a short, fairly nice crux overhang
face climb; easy except for a short, delicate, well-protected crux
steep strenuous finger jamming; fairly good rock
steep, unprotected 5.8 face climbing leads to a crux thin hands crack; fairly nice
short finger jam crux down low, followed by steep, easy face climbing
crux overhanging start and easy scrambling above; not worth doing
committing but very aesthetic overhanging face climb
unaesthetic and insecure crack
loose and unpleasant
excellent - wild, exposed hand jamming
nice hand crack in a shaded location
very enjoyable 100' long hand crack
short fist and flared hand crack with moderate, unprotected face climbing above
sustained face climb; grainy but with nice moves
short, pleasant thin hands to hands crack, with an overhanging finish
fairly nice steep, well-protected finger and hand crack, with a flared 5.7 chimney at
the top
very loose and a real thrash
aesthetic steep route; the crux is a 1 1/4" crack
fairly nice crack
face climb with a few fun moves
fun crack and steep face (crux)
finger and hand jamming with knobs; a good route that get morning sun
short, mediocre face climb on gritty rock
fairly nice crack. A long reach at the start may not be possible if you're shorter
than about 5'10"
fairly nice moves, but lots of loose rock
clean crack - only one 5.9 move
an exposed lieback/hand traverse, with some jams; a good route
fairly nice thin face (crux) and overhang
a fairly nice lieback and hand crack; short
an awkward crack, with some jamming and stemming; not much fun
mediocre crack and chute
fun face climb, with pleasant runouts
very nice climb, with face climbing up a groove
very well protected thin face on good rock
very gritty face climbing up a crack system
steep crack and flake; so-so
pleasant hand and fist crack
challenging hand jamming up a rather dirty crack
tricky elbow bar to exit from a hand crack
fist crack - not very pleasant
short, mediocre climb with hand jamming and recessed fist jams
excellent steep thin face climbing on great rock, with excellent protection; shaded
location
excellent hand and fist crack on clean, solid rock
a dangerous, loose start leads to a clean chimney
fairly nice route, with hand jamming up along a slanting flake

5.9
Rust In Peace
Rye Not
Sakreteligious
Satchmo, the
Save the Last Stance for Me
Scare Way
Schwee
Sheet Bends
Short But Sweet
Sidewinder
Sitting Here In Limbo
Smart Missile
Smithereens
Smoke-a-Bowl
Snaggletooth
Snow Falls
South Face Route
(route 3699)
Spinal Tap
Spitwad
Split Personality (route 522)
Spoodle
Stains Of The Stars
Stardust Memories
Stemulation
Steppin' Out (route 2283)
Stick To What
Stop Trundling
Strawberry Jam
Sugar Daddy (route 1749)
Sunday Afternoon
Sunset Strip
Super Roof
Swidgeteria, the
T. S. Special
Teddy
Terminator, the
Texas Big Hair
Thin Air
Thin Flakes
Thin Is In
Third World
Thrash Or Crash
Three Musketeers, The
Thumbs Down Left
Tofu The Dwarf
Too Bold To Bolt
Top 40 To Middle Toilet
Tortoise Skeleton Crack
Toto Meets The Bighorn
Touch And Go
Trashman Roof

mediocre flake and face
thin 5.9- face with a short hard section; a good choice for your first 5.9
an unpleasant grainy wide crack leads up to a puzzling crux exit sequence near the
top; so-so
lieback (one 5.9 move) leads up to a steep, knobby face (5.9+); in the sun almost
all day
a very nice face route, nearly vertical, with sharp holds; some long runouts
100' long clean crack with a flared crux; very nice route
a high quality, steep, balancy face climb - surprisingly non strenuous for such a
steep route
steep thin jam/lieback on good rock
nice lieback and jam crack on good rock; receives morning sun
very aesthetic, balancy, scary, runout traverse
a neat overhang leads to a fun but overbolted face
an enjoyable face climb, with two fun gymnastic sequences; runout
so-so; many fragile holds
nice steep face and crack
strenuous, fun crack and ledge system; somewhat runout
fairly nice crack
a crux face start, with a headwall higher up; fairly nice
loose, scary face
fairly nice steep crack
nice steep thin crack with many face moves
fairly nice hand crack in a dihedral
a short crux overhang leads to a 5.8-5.9 fist crack; nothing special
classic steep face on great rock
mediocre thin crack
nice varied route
excellent thin face, with a long runout below the second bolt
neat stemming up an overhanging corner (crux) leads to a wide crack above; take
two 4" nuts
quality steep, safe, strenuous hand crack
awkward finger jamming crux on good rock
a so-so fist crack (rather grainy)
short route on good rock, with a very short face/thin crack crux
very gymnastic hand jamming - a classic; shaded location
a grungy start leads to a clean, aesthetic, runout arete (crux)
aesthetic face climb with a bad fall if you come off at the crux
steep face with an overhang at the start; a good climb
a runout, exposed face traverse on good rock; as scary to follow as to lead; gets
morning sun
steep face with only a few interesting moves
short, fun thin crack with weird moves
strenuous thin flake (toprope)
nice, clean, steep finger crack
mediocre lieback and mantle (crux)
mediocre offwidth
a so-so route with a short crux face section
mediocre hand crack
fun face
so-so low angle face climb
fairly nice thin face; minimal 5.9
a poor hand crack in loose, very coarse rock
shallow fingers and hands in a grainy crack; so-so
excellent finger and hand crack; shaded location
very nice hand jam roof crack on excellent rock; in the sun all day

5.9
Treadmark Right
Trembling Toes
Trick Of The Tail
Trowel And Error
Tumbling Rainbow
Two Our Surprise
Unconscious Obscenity
Up To Heaven
Vulture's Roost
Wally George
Wanna Bong
Weathering Frights
Western Saga
White Line Fever
Who Came First
Wise Crack
Working Overtime
X-rated Tits
Yei-Bei-Chei Crack
Young Lust
Yuppies Don't Do Offwidths
ZZZZZ

steep finger and hand crack; a good route in a shaded location
pleasant thin face, although a bit loose
long diagonaling crack with a nice variety of balancy moves and lots of loose rock
a fun, clean crack, with a committing 5.8 lieback down low and a tricky crux exit
sequence that is much more of a mental challenge than a physical one
mediocre chimney and offwidth
mediocre thin crack system
nice thin face
short, seriously runout face
very loose face and crack
fairly strenuous grainy dihedral with hand jamming at the crux; a mediocre route
strenuous, clean, widening 120' long crack, 2"-7" wide; one of Joshua Tree's best
offwidths. Bring large nuts
short, mediocre crack
hand jamming with steep face moves; fairly nice
very gritty face moves up a knobby crack; poor quality
fairly sustained face climb on very good rock; you can rappel after the crux first
pitch
loose and not very pleasant squeeze chimney and hand crack
very clean steep finger crack; very short, with only one hard move
a few nice thin face moves; short
finger and hand jamming on clean, vertical rock
nice steep face and thin crack, with a very long move up at the crux
mediocre offwidth
quality thin face on excellent rock; fairly runout; shaded location

5.10A
42N8 One
Aftermath
An Eye To The West
Ape Man Hop
Apparition
Arraignment, the
Ash Gordon
Awesome Betty
Bad Lizards
Ball Bearing
Beam Me Up Scottie
Bean Oil
Beef And Bean
Ben
Berserk
Bimbo
Bird Of Fire
Bird On A Wire
Bittersweet
Blue Nubian
Blues Brothers
Bold is a Four Letter Word
Bonglett, the
Bonor Donor
Bottle In Front Of Me
Broken Glass
Buenos Aires
Bunking Broncos
Candelabra
Canine Crack
Castrum
Casual
Catch Me At the Bar
Cerebral Dysfunction
Championship Wrestling
Chestwig
Clean Crack
Cole-Lewis
Comic Book
Comin Up Short
Corner N’ Crack
Cosmic Book
Cosmic Debris
Cornerstone
Coyote In The Bushes
Cruelty To Animals
Crystal Calisthenics
Cunning Route
Dandelion
Daze of Who

fun roof problem (hand crack)
very clean thin hands and hands crack, with a short crux section
fairly nice crack with crux start
long pitch, with a balancy crux face sequence about half way up, after some face
and crack climbing below
fun, fairly sustained, 100' long finger and hand crack on good rock
extremely contrived face climb, with only one hard move
fun wide crack
face route with a very short, well-protected difficult section
very nice, fairly sustained face climb, nearly a full pitch
excellent sustained two pitch crack climb on very good rock; finger and hand
jamming plus liebacking. The second pitch is somewhat runout
fun, exciting face
steep hand crack on good rock
steep knobby hand crack; a nice climb
crux thin edging leads up to a surprisingly easy overhang and easier climbing
above; 150' long pitch leads to a 2-bolt belay
short, overhanging face and hand crack; a fun climb
thin face (toprope)
excellent steep finger crack
nice steep crack and runout face
short, high quality, steep face climb
nice hand crack in a left-facing corner
nice face climbing on a low angle slab which is split by a thin crack
fun, varied, well protected face climb on excellent rock
fun face climb, with a short crux section, and runouts on 5.7/5.8 climbing
steep and varied moves up flakes and a face; not strenuous or sustained
a very well-protected thin face
quality finger and thin hands crack
fairly nice thin face
face climb with a delicate friction crux; so-so
fun steep lieback (toprope)
long, clean, very strenuous knobby finger and hand crack
aesthetic, well protected face and thin crack climb on solid rock
thin face; a 5.10A move by the first bolt and runout 5.8 face climbing above
fun moves, but a loose flake makes the protection questionnable at the crux
a runout, very loose face climb with groundfall potential
mediocre wide offwidth
aesthetic and exciting; a very thin crack with some face moves; shaded location
a very clean, fine-grained crack, mostly quite thin, with a weird crux section; a
good route, but not sustained
four pitch route up Super Dome, with rather long runouts on the crux third pitch
(face); an adventurous and satisfying climb
nice 3 pitch route Pitch 1 is a 5.9 hand crack. The crux is a weird move at the start
of pitch 2,
fun, strenuous roof (crux) and easier hand crack above; harder if you are shorter
than 5'10"
great rock and really fun moves on a short route
short and junky
fairly nice; 5.8/5.9 crack leads to a crux thin face
mediocre thin crack and steep face
thin face with a number of tricky moves; worth doing
quality sustained hand crack; shaded location
loose and runout
thin face climb with four fairly widely spaced bolts; o.k.
fairly nice finger crack
a face route with some fun runouts, but overall not very high quality climbing

5.10A
Death On The Nile
Defibrillation
Defoliation
Direct Start (route 753)
Dirty Dancing
Dirty Surprise
Dodo's Delight
Don Genero Crack
Don't Think, Just Jump
Dr. Garlic Breath
Drano
End of the Line
Enter At Your Own Risk
Escape From The Planet
Earth
Exorcist
False Tumbling Rainbow
Female Mud Massacre
Fire Glove, the
Fists Of Fury
Forbidden Paradise
Frontal Lobotomy
Frontal Logranity
Frostline
Full Frontal Nudity
Garden Angel
Garden Path
Gash, the
Gemstoner
Go For Broke
Gone In 60 Seconds
Grand Canyon Donkey Trail
Gripped Up The Hole
Ground Finale
Gun For the Sun
Half A Route
Half Track
Halfway To Paradise
Hang 'Em High
Hand Grenade
Harder They Fall, the
Harry Rag
Harvey's Bristol Cream
Hawk's Retreat
Head Over Heels
Heart And Sole
Heart Transplant
Heavy Gold
Heavy Water
High Energy
High Noon

classic! long moves between large pockets on a
slightly overhanging wall
nice fist crack
fairly nice thin crack, with gritty rock
nice steep lieback and finger jams
only one short hard section, which is steep face climbing
wide, flared chimney (5.9) near the start, and a crux finger crack at the top
short; a few nice finger jam moves
nice hand jamming and liebacking up a slanting crack
nice overhanging face, a bit gritty; shaded location
fun thin face climb, with tricky moves getting up to the bolt
quality finger and flared hand crack
fairly nice thin face climb
well-protected face with a crux balance move
sustained finger crack in a corner, a good route
excellent finger crack and steep face
nice hand crack
a wide flared chimney and overhanging hand crack;
short but fun
a clean, aesthetic, overhanging, widely flared chimney with good protection; wear
kneepads
very short, clean hand crack
quality low angle face; overbolted
excellent overhanging finger crack
very good flared hand jam problem; tape up well
wide offwidth topped by a flared hand crack
nice friction face
face climb on good rock; receives morning sun. The crux sequence is tricky to
figure out, and may be harder if you're shorter than about 5'10"
a dirty climb with a crux entry move
an awkward, strenuous, slanting crack in a shady location; a fun challenge (tape up
well)
nice thin face climb on a pinnacle
thin face, dangerously runout unless the first bolt has been replaced
fairly nice thin face
unusual face climb on good rock
fun steep face with novel moves
a few hard face moves at the start lead to easy 5th class climbing; no protection
crux thin lieback moves lead to a 5.9 thin face with a long runout; a high quality
route
finger jams and some liebacking; a fairly nice route on so-so rock
mediocre; steep face moves by a thin crack
fun steep face with moderate-sized holds; toprope; shaded location
fairly nice face climb in a sunny, warm location
steep, clean, fairly long hand crack in a shaded location
loose, but some nice moves on steep rock
a mediocre route, with awkward flared hand jams
clean, aesthetic jamming up a steep double crack system
nice slanting hand crack
very nice - bizarre steep face move (crux) and fun steep hand crack (5.9)
quality thin face
so-so hand crack
fairly nice short lieback
mediocre steep face and lieback; a little loose
short, very well protected thin face, with balancy moves on very good rock
nice face climb in a sunny location, with fairly good protection

5.10A
High Strung
Holiday in the Sun
Hot Tub Of Death
Hour Of Power
I Can't Believe It's A Girdle
I Get By With A Little Help
From My Friends
Ice Climbing
Imelda's New Shoes
Insolvent
Isotope
Jack Grit
Jerry Brown
Jughead
Julius Seizure, direct
Killer Bees
Kiss Me Where I Pee
Klettervergnugen
Knick
Labyrinth
Ledges To Laundale
Left Banana Crack
Left Route (route 449)
Like My Lump
Little Lieback
Lizard In Bondage
Love Goat, the
Major Creative Effort
Mama Woolsey
Marcos
Memorial Meowzer
Military Industrial Complex
Mind Over Splatter
Modern Warfare
Momma Spider
Moubit
Moustache, the
Mouthful Of Gank
Mr. Bunny's Refund Check
Mt. Witness
My Laundry
My Senior Project
Negro Vortex
New Day Yesterday
Nip And Tuck
Nonprofit Crack

fairly nice thin crack with crux start
a fairly nice, runout face climb that gets morning sun; the bulge at the bottom is
apparently 5.11, and not on the route
fun, varied, steep crack climb with a small roof
wide roof crack - nice
Classic! very scary but fairly safe balancy face traverse.
A back belay is needed for safety when following the second and third pitches.
good quality hand and fist crack
poor face and thin crack
a fun, varied climb, with a crux thin crack near the start, and flared hand jams,
steep face, and liebacks above
fairly nice shallow hand crack
an exciting face climb on great rock with good protection; shaded location
very gritty hand crack; o.k. if you tape up well
nice steep finger and hand crack; gets sun all day
excellent steep, gymnastic, knobby face
nice steep face moves and crack above
gymnastic overhanging face and hand crack
clean crack with a crux move over a headwall
clean, low angle face with delicate footwork, and a moderate runout getting up to
the second bolt
short, steep, clean hand crack
a steep face climb, with very interesting moves, and some loose rock. The
protection is good. A ‘direct’ start up a finger crack in a right-facing corner is
5.10C.
fun steep pocketed face
fun, short, well protected finger and hand crack
mediocre - runout
a mediocre climb, with a short face crux
committing steep lieback and hand traverse; quite loose
a so-so climb with a few fun moves up a finger crack
a long section of tricky, shallow flared hand jams with good protection; good route
a high quality finger and hand crack on excellent rock; shaded location with a long
approach
mediocre face, with only a few hard moves
clean hand and finger crack in a dihedral; good route
a fun, steep face climb on a pillar
a crux thin face leads to a fun, easy overhang
an adventurous lead up poorly protected flakes and a very thin dihedral with an
intriguing crux entry move; worth doing
hand and fist jamming with one or two offwidth moves;
a fairly good route
easy moves lead to a strenuous 15' vertical lieback; a fairly good climb
nice, strenuous hand crack
exposed face climb where you really have to trust your feet
fun thin face; gets morning sun
nice finger crack
a tricky, shallow hand crack leads to gymnastic crux moves up an overhanging
edge, with excellent protection; shaded location
nice thin face; shaded location
fun steep face climb, with a long, strenuous move up at the crux; gets morning sun
a quality crack route, with many fun, exposed moves. It is mainly hand jamming,
with some lieback moves
very nice hand crack
face climb with a very unusual crux sequence; well protected and not sustained
hand jamming leads to a crux 4” wide offwidth section

5.10A
No Calculators Allowed
No Self Confidence
(Back On My Feet Again)
Noriega Does Panama
North Face Of The Eiger
Not A Hogan
Not Forgotten
Northwest Passage
Old Man Down The Road, the
One For The Road
Orc, the
Pay Not Attention To The
Man Behind The Curtain
Pete's Handful
Phineas P. Phart
Pictures At An Exhibition
Pillar Of Dawn
Pinhead
Pirates Of The Carabiner
Planet Y
Pocket Veto
Polly Wants A Crack
Pope's Hat
Poppin' And Breakin
Prepackaged
Pyrannosaurus Next
Quarter Moon Crack
Quick Draw McGraw
Raven's Reach
Red Crack, the
Red Obelisk, the
Reflector Oven
Regular Route (route 1823)
Remain In Light
Repeat After Me
Retirement
Ride A Wild Bago
Riders On The Storm
Riff Raff Roof
Right Mel Crack
Right Stuff, the
Roof, the
Roofing Company, the
Route 1202
Sacred Cow
Safety In Numbers
Second Thoughts
Shakin' The Shirts
Shardikawoopoopie
Short Cake
Short Cut
Silent Scream

fun steep face and thin crack
excellent steep hand and fist crack
a clean face route with lots of delicate smears and very little for handholds
high quality, sustained hand and fist crack; shaded location
a really fun climb with two hard parts; a finger crack in a corner, and a fist jam out
through a large A-frame roof
short and a bit gritty, but fun (steep lieback)
fun arete climb, with a gymnastic series of moves at the crux
mediocre crack
quite short but nice; face and lieback moves up a thin crack
fairly nice, awkward finger crack
a crack with a short offwidth crux (good quality) and some
easy but loose climbing below
awkward; the crux is a 1" crack
a short, steep finger and hand crack; a fairly good route
aesthetic runout face climb up a dike
mediocre crack climb up to a great summit
a very interesting mental challenge to work out the crux sequence; moderate
runout; in the sun all day
fairly nice steep face with a loose start
crack and face climb; the crux face moves at the top pose a real mental challenge
weird steep face - the moves are tricky to figure out
nice steep face
short, steep, committing face climb
fun face climb, with a nice variety of moves
quality crack climb
short, fun, steep face in a shady location, with an
intriguing sequence at the crux
very enjoyable route with crux delicate face moves
thin face - fairly nice
fun steep face and crack climb
steep finger and hand crack; some nice moves, but a fair bit of loose rock
exciting climb up the steep outside corner of a slender pyramid, leading up to a
very nice summit
fairly nice thin face
mediocre hand crack
very nice thin face on good rock; somewhat runout
an o.k. face climb
a quality, varied route on excellent rock, with 5.9 barndoor liebacking and a crux
steep face with long moves
fairly nice; mentally challenging steep face and crack moves
short, fairly nice offwidth
fun roof problem, with solid hand jams above the roof
very nice thin crack with great protection
classic thin hands crack
a short roof problem, with fun moves, but poor rock
DANGEROUS - large loose flake
sustained and varied 80' long hand jam and lieback, a good route
a steep hand crack with a fair bit of loose rock
runout thin face
mediocre thin face
nice, tricky hand jamming in a flared crack - in the sun all day
short toprope problem with a thin face crux; quite contrived
fun steep face moves
a fun overhanging face, with large holds and gymnastic moves
pleasant, well-protected steep face

5.10A
Six Gun By My Side
Sole Food
Solid Gold
Solo
Space Metal
Space Odyssey
Spiderman
Spy Eye
Squeeze Play
Squid Of My Desire
Start Trundling
Step'n Out
Stinger
Strike It Rich
Sublimation (route 352)
Summer School
Surrealistic Pillar
Team Scumbag
Ten Conversations At Once
That's Powell, Not Rowell
Thumbs Up
Thunderclap
Tossed Green
Totally Nuts
Treadmark Left
Tumbling Dice
Two Bolt Wall
Two Stage
Tyrannosaurus Rex
Uncertainty Principle
Untamed World
Visual Nightmare
Vorpal Sword
Wailing Sax
Walker Spur
War Crimes
War Games
Watanobe Wall
What's Hannen
Wide World Of Sports
Wild Wind
Yogi The Overbear
Zarmog The Dragon Man

a fun, fairly sustained friction route in a sunny location
fairly nice steep face
steep edging on good rock; shaded location
The crux is an overhanging thin hands crack which would be very hard for short
climbers. A wide 5.8/5.9 lieback above is very nice.
a hard entry move leads to quality steep face climbing on pitch 1. The second
pitch (also 5.10A) is a steep, gritty face, with well protected, insecure moves. Both
pitches are worth doing.
fun thin face
a long, very high quality crack route. The technical crux is finger jamming over a
bulge down low, but a long thin hands section above is more strenuous
a steep face climb, with a short crux section near the start. Above the crux, route
finding is tricky, and the protection is poor.
an excellent climb up a V-slot; chimneying leads to
flared hand jams
short but highly varied - a tricky step up, mantle, lieback, and face
a short finger jam crux leads to easier hand jamming above; so-so
a rather runout route, with stemming and liebacking up a shallow crack system
fairly nice lieback - can be led
loose runout face - a very unpleasant lead
gritty, mediocre crack
low quality route with jams and liebacks; not sustained
fairly nice hand crack
a fun steep face climb on smooth, solid rock, with moderate runouts; large buckets
at the crux; shady location
face climb with a short, exciting crux section
steep hand crack with a large loose chockstone; a route to avoid
mediocre crack and thin face
scary undercling on good rock
excellent steep, solid finger crack; well protected
scary aesthetic knobby face with thin cracks for protection
exciting face/crack route with bulges; shaded location
very short face with a crux overhanging start
fun steep face route, with a strenuous crux and a delicate exit move
mediocre finger crack
short face climb, with a strenuous crux start and some balance moves along a dike
higher up
pleasant strenuous finger crack (crux) and easy chimney
steep thin crack; very nice
so-so face route; in the sun almost all day
arching crack with crux face moves; poor rock
fairly nice route with only one hard move
steep crack, with a gritty crux near the ground and a moderate, clean hand crack
above; shaded location
fairly nice hand jam start (crux) leads to easier climbing on fragile holds
a fairly nice climb, with a totally unnecessary bolt;
the crux is face climbing up a thin crack, with some lieback
moves
mediocre steep crack
an awkward exit from an alcove (crux) leads to a hand crack, and then to some
easier steep face climbing; fairly nice
nice hand and fist crack with two 5.10 moves: one low on the route and one on the
final overhang
excellent liebacks and finger jams with a steep, diagonaling face traverse (crux);
shaded location
nice hand traverse below a roof
nice clean finger and hand crack

5.10A
Zebra Dihedral
Zondo's Perks

clean, short finger crack in a dihedral; shaded location
fun strenuous hand crack; shaded location

5.10B
Aero Space
Aging Hippie Crack
Aguility
Ali Shuffle
Around The World
At Last
Axe Of Dog
B-Movie
Bandersnatch
Barbara Bush
Barnie Rubble
Beaver Tail
Between A Rock And A Hard
Place
Blind Me With Science
Bloody Knuckles
Bloody Tax Break
Bluewind
Book Of Changes
Boom Boom Room
Bone Club, the
Brits In Drag
Broken China
Brownian Motion
Burn Out
C.S. Special
Calling All Swidgets
Captain Safe
Cat Paws
Ceroots Of The Gods
Chalk Up Another One
Chicken Lizard
Coco-Loco
Come-N-Do-Me
Conniption
Control
Cool Wind
Crack Addiction
Crash Course
Czech Crack
Dehorned Unicorn
Dog Day Afternoon
Echo Buttress
Effigy Too
Exiled
Falcon, the
Feeding Frenzy
Figures On A Landscape
Filet Of Rock Shark

fairly nice, awkward crack
vertical straight-in thin crack on a pocketed wall in a shaded location; surprisingly
strenuous
strenuous thin crack - rather gritty
fairly nice offwidth
excellent traversing climb with strenuous hand jams (crux) and finger traversing
a short, steep, well-protected crack and face climb; good rock
nice - very delicate, intriguing headwall problem
fun thin hands crack with an overhanging start
a fairly nice climb, with crack and face moves;
not strenuous
interesting thin face; some moves are tricky to figure out
fairly nice recessed hand jam
clean, enjoyable slanting finger crack and lieback; rather short
excellent overhanging squeeze chimney; one or two 5"-7"
cam nuts are very useful
mediocre thin crack/lieback with fairly good protection
a balancy friction climb on excellent rock
strenuous finger crack; a contrived route
a crux entry move leads to double cracks in excellent rock; a very nice route with
lots of hand and finger jamming
steep and exciting, with wild moves and good protection
The direct start is 5.10C.
nice, exciting thin face
steep, slick face with a long, scary runout up to the first bolt
a nice mixture of steep hand jams, liebacks, flared hand jams, and thin face
climbing; best done in two pitches to reduce rope drag
a very nice, full pitch crack climb; more technical than strenuous
clean, enjoyable, steep finger crack with some lieback moves; sunny location
fairly nice, strenuous vertical face
nice steep face, with excellent protection
mediocre crack route with a lieback crux
very short, balancy face climb on good rock
fun, well bolted thin face
very short steep finger crack on good rock
fairly nice thin face and short hand crack
thin crack with a short hard section
very nice, delicate, strenuous lieback (crux) and easier face above; a full pitch on
good rock
classic gymnastic climb, with a 3' overhang and some long moves up a steep face
quality finger and hand crack
poor, short, loose thin hands and lieback crack
a steep thin crack with a committing crux face sequence; well protected
very nice varied crack climbing
a fun, fairly long face climb on steep, pocketed rock Figuring out the moves is
harder than making them
fingers to hands, an o.k. climb but nothing special
low quality, loose finger crack in a corner
excellent, strenuous, steep face on great rock, with excellent protection
fun toprope route, with a thin face crux
nice overhanging face (crux) and vertical crack (5.9); shaded location
fairly nice steep face climbing up a thin crack system
a quality finger jam and lieback
good quality steep finger and hand crack; shaded location
excellent exciting 2-pitch steep face. The crux move is just before the end of the
first pitch. Cool, shaded location
steep, sustained finger crack; a good route

5.10B
Fisticuffs
Flare Play
Flaring Rhoid
Flue Right
Formic Acidhead
Foundation Crack
Freeway Jam
Friendly Hands
Fusion Without Integrity
Gait Of Power
Genuine Cowhide
Gettysburger, the
Go Ask Alice
Grain Surgery
Grape Nuts, Why Not?
Gunks West
Hands Away
Handsaw
Hot Knife
Howard's Horror, direct
I Just Told You
If You Really Loved Me,
You'd Buy Me a Turkey
Illusion Dweller
Invisible Touch (route 3129)
Jarhead Central
Jemiomagina
Jody
Judas
Jump On It
Jungle Cruise
Just Drive She Said
Just Stop It
Kickin' Bach
Kook Book
Krakatoa
Laid Back
Laura Scudders
Left Beetle Crack
Let Em Eat Grain
Let It All Hang Out
Let's Get Physical
Light Sabre
Little Criminals
Love And Rockets
Lower Right Ski Track

quality fist crack
gritty, runout, shallow crack
fairly nice overhanging hand and fist crack; protection is difficult to place
fun steep crack and face (toprope)
a long stem off a tree leads to great vertical knob and arete climbing; very well
protected; shaded location
tricky stemming out of an alcove leads to hand jamming; short but sustained,
technical, and well-protected
short and loose
very nice thin hands crack; shaded location
fun steep face problem
very short but fun face. It is really a boulder problem, as the crux is getting up to
the first bolt.
an exciting climb with a crux overhang and a tricky crack above; good rock and
adequate protection; sunny location
a strenuous undercling, delicate face move, and strenuous crack/flake; a large loose
hold down low keeps this off the recommended list
a strenuous entry move (crux) onto a steep face leads to easier climbing, and a
5.10A thin face move higher up;
fun and well-protected
good quality, runout face
exciting, awkward traversing crack climb; gritty
a delicate face sequence (crux) leads to easy jamming above; fun and not sustained
great hand crack
nice hand crack - tape up well!
weird but fun lieback crux near the start. The crux is unprotected, but near the
ground; the climb could be soloed.
fun thin crack/mantle problem
a fairly nice crack and face climb, with interesting footwork
a hand traverse leads to an exciting stepup and crux
smearing, with easier face moves above; lots of fun
superb finger crack and lieback; can be done in 2 pitches
fairly nice climb with a steep face traverse and some tricky moves up a thin crack
system
strenuous and awkward thin crack with very coarse rock; not recommended
very nice short roof problem; excellent protection
strenuous, fun short thin hands crack on grainy rock
thin hands (crux) to thin face (5.10A) to runout traverse (5.9), a nice climb;
receives early morning sun
short thin face with fun moves on excellent rock
clean, steep liebacks and finger jams lead to easy crack and knob climbing; in the
sun all day
offwidth with a very short hard section, and mostly easy climbing; nothing special
face climb on mediocre rock
fairly nice, strenuous finger crack
fairly nice hand and fist crack with a fun overhang at the top
loose and unpleasant
nice short, strenuous, well protected finger crack
nice slab climb with a moderate runout at the crux
very short hand crack on great rock
sustained hands and thin hands crack - a quality route, despite the grainy rock
fairly nice short thin hands crack
mediocre offwidth
quality thin hands crack in a dihedral
very clean corner, with a short stemming crux, and weird, easy climbing above
a thin face climb; fairly nice
fairly nice, strenuous, overhanging face and crack in a shaded location

5.10B
Mad Hatter, the
Magnetic Woose
Make Or Break Flake
Mental Bankruptcy
Mesopotamia
Modern Jazz
Monster Hole
Mortarfied
Mother Lode
Muffin Bandits
Napkin Of Shame
Nice And Steep And Elbow
Deep
No Self Respect
(Rhamphorhynchus)
None Of Your Business
Not For Loan
Nuclear Waste
Offshoot
On The Nob
One Arm Giant
Orgasmatron
Out On A Limb
Pachyderms To Paradise
Papa Woolsey
Pencil Neck Geek
Perfect Fingers
Pinched Rib
Pinyon Crack
Poodle Boy
Poodles Are People Too
Pop Rocks
Power Lichen
Pumping Ego
Queen Crimson
Question, The
Radio Free Europe
Raise Your Right Hand
Ranger Is Watching Me, the
Rat Boy
Red Sonja
Rhythm & Blues
Rickets And Scurvy
Right Baskerville Crack
Rollerball
Rope Drag
Route Right Of The Dumbest

an exposed, aesthetic face route, with a crux headwall on pitch 1
very nice finger crack
nice - interesting face problem at the top
fairly nice face traverse (5.9) and steep flared finger crack (crux), with protection
difficult to arrange
good quality face climb with moderate runouts; gets morning sun
fairly nice thin crack and steep face; the crux start is hard to protect
a short route, with a very novel crux overhang; well worth doing
very contrived crack and steep face; a 5.9 crack is only 1'-2' to the side of the
bolted crux section
excellent, sustained lieback and finger crack
fairly nice steep face, followed by a mediocre, loose crack
mediocre, awkward crack climb
gritty fist crack
nice chimney and flared hand crack
fun steep face (toprope)
mediocre, runout crack
a clean, quality, 30' long offwidth (4"-5" wide)
nice offwidth crux, with a 5.10A finger crack higher up
poor, loose
a quality flared chimney
a fairly nice route with a hand jamming crux; shady location
steep, very well bolted face climb on clean rock, with a gymnastic crux start
mediocre thin crack
classic very well protected low angle face; receives early morning sun
a near vertical crack with a nice variety of interesting moves, but the rock is loose
in places
fabulous 100' long finger crack on great rock
strenuous, committing steep face
crux lieback/finger jam moves on excellent rock down low lead to easier climbing
above; very short, can be soloed
one of JT's best offwidths; 6"-9" wide
very nice thin crack system
nice face and crack, with a strenuous crux overhang
mixed crack and face, with shallow finger jams, liebacks, and an exposed traverse;
fairly strenuous and a reasonably nice route; shady location
nice thin face
a fun, well-protected crack route on good rock. There are a variety of moves liebacks, hand jams, and some face moves
a short, challenging hand and finger crack (crux), with very easy crack climbing
above; good moves, but not many of them
fun thin face, a bit runout
fairly nice face climb; gets morning sun
a nice, varied climb, with a crux face move down low, a jam/lieback crack higher
up, and a 5.9 face at the top
This climb has some fun steep crack moves, but a gritty, loose flake at midheight
makes this a route to avoid.
high quality climb, with finger and thin hand jamming on great rock, and a very fun
5.7/5.8 face finish
excellent fingertip lieback on superb rock
mediocre thin crack with a very short hard section
strenuous finger crack on great rock
superb! steep lieback and roof crack (hands)
fairly nice crack
fairly nice lieback and jam crack

5.10B
Climb In The Monument
Run For Your Life
Sawdust and Peanut Shells
School Daze
Shooting Gallery
Short But Flared
Six Pack Crack
Slap And Tickle
Slim Pickins
Snatch, the
Solosby
Sound Asleep
Spread & Butter
Spud Overhang
Stargazer
Stud Muffin
Swidgets Required
Tales Of Powder
Tarawassie Wiggle
Tax Man
Test Pilot
That
Third Time's A Charm
Three Bolts Closer To Divorce
Tiers For Fears
Tinker Toys
TM's Terror
Toad Warrior, direct
Too Loose To Trek
Too Secret To Find
Torturer's Apprentice
Toxic Avenger (route 3661)
Toxic Poodle
Trident
Try Again
Tube Steak
Tubular Balls
Under A Raging Moon
Village Green
Waterchute, the
Wayward Hayward
Welcome To Joshua Tree
What's Left
When You're Not A Jet
White Rabbit
Wired
Woof Woof
Worth Bagly Dihedral

excellent, steep thin face
sustained, well-protected smearing on solid, patinated rock
shallow liebacking (5.10B start) and thin face (5.10B), not very aesthetic. Shaded
location
AWFUL! dangerously loose
finger crack in the back of a hand crack, with a short crux sequence; nice
50'-60' long offwidth and fist crack; fairly good
fairly nice thin face, not sustained
fairly nice thin face; in the sun nearly all day
fairly nice hand crack
runout overhanging face and hand crack; shaded location
poor and loose
pleasant varied climbing up a dihedral, with excellent protection
crux overhang with long reaches to loose, rounded holds; not a good route
a classic arete climb on great rock with good protection
a short face climb in a sunny location; there is only one hard move, next to the first
bolt
100' long thin crack with a fun gymnastic crux
quality, short, strenuous hand crack
quality steep face with thin cracks for protection and some interesting runouts
very nice strenous thin crack; well-protected
a long, clean, widening crack (hands and fist to crux offwidth) on an exposed face
– excellent route. Bring one or two #4 camalots for the offwidth
mediocre grainy crack
fairly nice thin face
very enjoyable, sustained thin face
a nice climb, with lots of hand jamming, but only one short 5.10 section; shady
location
fairly nice crack; shaded location
short, exciting climb with two crux sections: a steep face move and a flared hand
jam
excellent 2-pitch crack climb
fairly nice thin face (crux) and weird steep lieback (5.9)
fairly nice crack, with quite a bit of loose rock
a classic, full pitch face climb. Steep, pocketed rock requires careful move
planning, but is not strenuous.
crux thin crack and bolted face above; so-so
a tricky crack leads to a really fun, well-bolted arete
easy except for a short, steep lieback crux; not a very interesting climb
fairly nice, safe, thin face; not sustained
very short leaning crack with one or two offwidth moves at the crux
crux finger/hand jamming in a crack which is too loose to hold any protection
stemming and tricky flared jams; fairly nice, but short
a fairly nice, varied route. Face and stemming moves lead up to crux hand
jamming under an overhang,
novel entry move, but the rest is unpleasant; gets morning sun
2 pitches; The 5.10B face sequence on the first pitch is clean, but the hand jams
over an overhang (also 5.10B) on the second pitch are very dirty.
nice 2 pitch thin face; quite runout on easier sections
crux flared jam exit; the rest is 5.9 or easier
a fun, unusual face with smooth, patinated rock and some pockets; sunny location
nice steep runout thin face
exciting lieback and steep face moves up a thin crack on good rock
a fun and varied face, which would be much harder if you're shorter than about 5'
11"
hand traverse (crux) and awkward dihedral; nice climb

5.10B
Wrath of St. Valentine, the

an exciting and varied route, with interesting problem solving. The crux is a
shallow flared hand crack.

5.10C
Absolute Zero
Against All Todds
An Eye For An Eye, And A
Route For A Route
Anacram
Appetite For Destruction
Astropoodle
Atari
Bearded Cabbage
Beginner's Twenty-Six
Billabong
Black Widow
Bongledesh
Boulder Dash, direct
Bruiser, the
Burnt Marshmellow
Canalizo
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
Ceremony
Cherry Bomb
Child Proof
Christmas Tree Arete
Chute to Kill
(North Astro Dome)
Clean And Jerk
Cole-Gordon Offwidth
Compassion Of The Elephants
Crack #4
Crime Of The Century
Cripple Crack
Cut Thin To Win
Cyclotron
Delusions
Dike, the
Disappearing Act
Distant Episode
Does Royalty Give Head
Don’s Crack
Double Duty
Edge Of Doom
El Rey
Elvis Is Everywhere
Episcopalian Toothpick
Event Horizon
Falcon And The Snowman,
the
Feeling Groovy
Fire Or Retire

fun thin face (a few hard moves by bolts)
steep, unprotected 5.8-5.9 moves high off the ground lead to a short, well-protected
finger jam/lieback crux; sunny location
excellent sustained thin face with a crux start; good
protection
excellent strenuous finger crack, with two crux sections
fairly nice steep crack climb with crux finger jamming; shaded location
fun moves past overhangs with excellent protection
fairly nice steep face, with reasonably good protection
classic gymnastic problem with 2 bolts at your waist (short hard section)
fairly nice 3-move climb, with a weird face/lieback sequence by a bolt
two pitch climb; the first pitch has a 5.10C face sequence, and the second pitch
has an exposed 5.10B traverse; recommended
face climb on very grainy rock, with an interesting mental puzzle to work out the
crux sequence
very strenuous, tricky mantle start (crux) and seriously runout 5.10A face above
crux boulder problem start, then hand crack (5.10A) at the top; shaded location
strenuous face climbing on rounded holds, with protection a bit tricky to place
short, steep face with runout moves near the top; fairly nice
fairly nice, very well bolted thin face
a fun climb, with flared hand jams on the crux traverse; great protection
fairly nice steep face with rounded holds at the crux
fun, full pitch low angle face climb
a sunny crack climb, with a very shallow crux finger jam section; fairly good route
steep, strenuous face with large, rounded holds; start from a small pinyon tree
a high quality, steep face climb, with the moves more
technical than strenuous
great - overhanging face and hand crack; shaded location
a crux thin hands crack leads to an overhanging, flared 5.10A/B chimney;
spectacular location
unpleasant thin face
very nice steep face and lieback; fairly good protection
fairly nice roof problem with good protection; shaded location
excellent overhanging crack (shallow thin hands and fingers) on pitch 1; pitch 2 is
a 5.9 lieback and hand crack
a clean, short thin crack
5.10B stepup start, with a very enjoyable crux roof (well-protected) above
tricky, poorly protected start leads to hand and fist jamming in an overhanging
flared chimney; nice except for the start
fun steep face with large, fragile holds; shaded location
thin, tricky, steep face climb; the moves aren't much fun
a delicate face with adequate protection
a very loose start leads to an overhanging hand crack, then pure fist jamming for 6'8' at the crux, then an easy but very gritty chute above; the descent is fairly easy
a steep finger and hand crack; fairly nice. The difficulty depends on how much
you stem off the wall behind the crack (it can be as easy as 5.10A).
awkward wide hands crack in a corner
excellent exposed steep face (step across from a boulder at the start) The 5.10B
thin face at the top is runout
fun roof problem (hand crack)
slanting dike with gymnastic moves; well-protected
mediocre, grainy flared crack with fairly good protection
an interesting face climb, with some runout 5.9 moves
fairly nice, sustained thin face; runout 5.9 at the top
fairly nice - very strenuous cranking and stemming up a chute; scary but fairly safe
fairly nice, strenuous lieback; runout

5.10C
First Eleven
Fool For A Pretty Face
Frozen At The Void
Good Grief
Goodbye Mr. Bond
Grandpa Gander
Granulator, the
Grinch’s Grin, the
Grit Roof
Ground Ron
Hawkward
Hermanutic
Hintertoiser Traverse
Hourglass
I Touch the Future
Icon
Importance Of Being
Ernest, the
In The Pit
It Seams Possible
Jedi Master
Kamakaze
Knack
Laid Back And Doing It
Last Date
Lean On Me
Left Mel Crack
Left Sawdust Crack
Legolas
Lippo Suction
Little Bit Of Magic, a
Martin Quits
Meteorite Crack
Morongo Child
Mother Board Breakdown
Mustang Ranch
Mystic Teflon
Nestle Crunch
New Hampshire, Naturally
Nipple, the
Nuts And Bolts Of Climbing,
the
Ocean Of Night
Official Route Of The 1984
Olympics, the
O'Kelley's Crack

so-so moves, not sustained, poor rock
very nice, clean, steep face; runout at the top
thin face with a long runout at the crux; very nice route
fun steep face on good rock, with a small overhang (toprope)
an excellent steep, well-protected face
so-so thin face in a shaded location
a high quality, varied climb, with many interesting crack and face moves; shady
location
one of the best offwidths at Joshua Tree, with a 6” wide crux initial section; #3-4
friends, plus two bolts, give good protection
excellent roof problem (hand crack); strenuous with good protection (1 1/2" - 4")
crack with a short crux V-slot; not a very good route
strenuous crack route with lots of good hand jamming
nice finger and flared hand crack + weird lieback; scary but good protection (wired
nuts)
superb strenuous hand traverse with good protection
steep, well-protected face climb on plated rock; fun moves
a strongly overhanging dihedral with finger and hand jams. lots of fun, although the
crack isn’t very solid near the start
excellent hand crack
excellent steep face and thin crack; more balancy than
strenuous; great rock, excellent protection, neat moves
very good, strenuous, wide finger and thin hands crack with excellent protection;
great rock, shaded location
fairly nice crack climb, with weird lieback moves at the crux
mediocre; can be safely soloed
a clean offwidth crack in a large dihedral - high quality,
aesthetic route in a shaded location
very nice, short, strenuous finger crack
very nice; a fingertip lieback (5.10A) leads to moderate climbing, then up to an
exciting, steep lieback/finger jam finish (crux)
a short, very thin face on good rock, with sharp holds
sustained, strenuous liebacking and jams; a good climb in a shaded location
excellent finger crack on great rock, with superb protection
very nice strenuous thin lieback and finger crack; good protection
pleasant low angle face
steep face, with fun moves, but too many bolts (the last one is completely
unnecessary)
excellent and exciting climb up a steep finger crack, with some face moves
nice strenuous thin crack; protection is hard to place
excellent short, clean thin hands crack
hand and fist jam traverse under a roof; an exciting climb with some loose rock
90' long face climb; overbolted
strenuous, short dike; a fun solo or toprope
short, steep, well-protected face with fun moves
very exciting climb; stemming up a smooth dihedral leads to a runout, committing
move out over a 5' roof - fun!
a low quality thin crack, with poorly protected crux moves on gritty rock
awkward and runout moves up a shallow, arching crack
awkward hand and fist crack (5.10A) leads to excellent,
well-protected face climbing (crux) on steep rock with rounded holds
jamming and liebacking up an overhanging flake (fun 5.10) leads to a short
overhanging face (crux) near the top; a very good climb
long, sustained face climb which is well worth doing
superb overhanging hand and fist crack with good protection. The direct start is
5.11; otherwise pile up rocks and start 5' to the right.

5.10C
One Pop, No Stop
Party in the Desert
Penelope Street
Peter Easter Pumpkin Eater
Piggle Pugg
Pile In The Sky
Point of No Return
Prickly Pare
Profundity
Pullups To Pasadena
Punish the Mosquito
Quantum Jump
Raving Skinhead
Rhoid Warrior
Rice Cake Roof
Right V Crack
Roark
Rob'n The Cradle
Rocky Road
Scrambled Leggs
Shongo Pavi
Sinner's Swing
Skinwalker
Slam Dance
Slip Slidin' Away
Smear Tactics
Soft Cell
Solar Oven
Solstice
Spiritworld
Still, the
Studebaker Hawk
Such a Line
Sweat Band
Tales Of Poodles
Telegram For Mongo
There Is No Place Like Home
Three Burner Stove
TKO
Todd Couple, the
Too Thin For Poodles
Too Wide To Trot
Tresspassers Will Be Violated
Two Scoops Please

an enjoyable climb, with a 5.10A entry move, a long clean 5.7 hand crack, and a
fairly well protected crux balancy face at the top
an exciting, high quality face climb in a sunny location; figuring out the moves at
the crux is tricky
steep, thin, well-protected face
loose and poorly protected crack
steep strenuous thin lieback on good rock in a cool, shaded location
wild fist crack through a roof on somewhat loose rock; good protection
a clean, wide, committing offwidth (crux) leads to very well protected undercling
exit moves
strenuous and awkward hand jamming; fairly nice
steep thin face; well-protected
crux mantle 8' up leads to exciting, runout face climbing
a very contrived, low quality face climb
superb steep strenuous finger crack; really neat moves with good protection
crack system with a loose crux; not much fun
a very gritty, loose face climb
climbs a 10' roof via face holds and hand jams; wild!
very nice thin crack (jam/lieback) with good rock and excellent protection
very nice stemming and hand jamming with good protection
excellent climb, with clean, strenuous jamming, liebacking, and face moves;
shaded location
nice safe steep face
a crux overhanging thin crack start leads to 5.10B face moves above; a very
enjoyable climb
a short face climb, with a very enjoyable sequence of stemming moves at the crux
a strenuous finger crack and a committing mantle lead to a very balancy traverse
with good protection; aesthetic and exciting
a so-so crack route, with questionable protection at the crux
exciting strenuous face climbing on great rock with a crux overhang; an excellent
route
fairly nice pocketed face; fairly well protected
low angle face with a short, delicate friction crux
fairly nice thin face
a steep face route that gets morning sun. The start is a committing crank on a
questionable flake, leading to better protected climbing above; fairly nice.
two-tiered overhang with hand jams; excellent protection; very awkward and
unenjoyable, and may be much harder for climbers shorter than about 5'11"
excellent climb, long and sustained; finger jamming, liebacking, and face climbing
a very enjoyable face climb, with weird, steep, balance moves. Some tricky
stopper placements protect a committing move up to the first bolt.
short clean, widening fist crack
excellent rock, neat moves (finger jamming and liebacking), fairly long; a very
good route
nice steep thin face; fairly good protection
a wide hands crack leads to a crux overhang finish;
good protection
a very seriously runout steep face
enjoyable steep face moves (crux) lead to a long runout on 5.8/5.9 moves above
a poor route, with a short, thin face crux
short, clean, overhanging hand crack, sustained and fun
a short climb with a really fun crux large overhang
excellent steep thin crack (crux) on good rock, with a loose low angle face above;
good protection
strenuous fist and hand jamming, with some loose rock
quality exciting thin face with long runouts
very nice stemming up a wide chute with fairly good protection

5.10C
Unfriendly Hands
Val de Mello
Viper, the (route 2074)
Wee-Wee, the
Woman's Work Is Never
Done, a
Wren's Nest
Yabo Phone Home

a very gritty hand crack - not recommended
steep face climb on rounded, insecure holds; not much fun
steep crack with awkward, insecure crux moves along a ramp; shaded location
well-protected steep face, with a strenuous crux sequence; a fairly nice climb
short, clean finger jam and lieback, with excellent
protection
steep knobby face in a shady location, on somewhat loose rock
fun, short, safe - a mental challenge

5.10D
Appendectomy Crack
Banana Splits
Bee Gees
Belly Dancer
Black Pearl
Boortemus
Bourbon on Ice
Casual Affair
Cedric's Deep Sea Fish
Market
Centurion
Child's Play
Cinnamon Girl
Claim Jumper
Cool Move, Gritty Rock,
Standard Procedure
Cosmosis
Count Dracula
Crack (route 2911)
(Desert Queen Mine)
Cranking Skills Or Hospital
Bills
Crocostimpy
Decompensator Of Lhasa, the
EBGB's
Elbow Room
Fist Full Of Crystals
Fly Away
Foreign Legion
Gordoba
Great Commission
Hands Up
Hang And Swing
Hobbit Roof
Hot Dog In A Bun

Hyperventilation
Imaginary Voyage
Incinerator Crack
It’s Never Robot City
Kidney Stone
Lager Domain
Land Of The Long White
Cloud

not sustained; has a short overhanging thin hands crack
fun stemming up an overhanging chute with great protection
very nice unusual steep face - fairly long runout
exciting but safe steep face
short, clean steep face climb on great rock
excellent clean, short, overhanging finger to hand crack on good rock; shaded
location
a fun face route on a huge boulder, with a strenuous overhanging mantle start, and
a delicate crux traverse above
an excellent 60'-70' long climb, with varied (mixed crack and face) but
continuously difficult moves, on excellent rock; shady most of the day
very strenuous but relatively low angle shallow flared
finger and hand crack with good protection
very nice 4"-7" wide offwidth with a crux overhang start; no anchor on top
fun steep face with good rock and a 3' roof; toprope
excellent 160’ long route, fairly sustained, with a wide variety of crack climbing.
The crux is an offwidth near the top.
5.10B thin hands crack leads to a very nice steep, thin face; excellent protection
a fun, well-bolted friction route
the crux is a diagonaling thin crack on a steep wall; a fairly nice climb
excellent steep face climb on sharp, thin edges
an excellent, sustained 80’ long vertical crack. It has a nice
variety of finger (crux) and hand jams, plus some liebacks
strenuous, somewhat committing lieback on excellent rock
in a location that gets sun almost all day; a very good route
strenuous finger crack on good rock; a fairly nice route
fairly nice thin face - great protection
classic steep, exposed, safe, thin face
A bombay squeeze chimney start (crux) leads up to an overhanging hand and fist
crack; fairly nice.
a sustained 100' climb with a wide mix of stemming and flared jams; recommended
Classic! A widening crack requires an inversion at the lip of an overhang; great
protection
nice short, steep thin crack - mainly face climbing; excellent rock
hand jamming up an overhanging crack leads to a lieback crux; fairly nice
a thin crack in a dihedral, with loose rock, tricky protection, and unaesthetic moves
a 5.9 hand crack leads to wild overhanging flared hand jams and wide stems to get
up and over the summit block;
Great! (may be much harder for short climbers)
fairly nice overhanging face, lieback, and hand crack; hard to hang on and place
protection; shaded location
fun steep face (crux) and roof (5.10B)
very enjoyable stemming and chimney moves up a waterchute; would be a classic
if it weren't so overbolted
There are a remarkable number of no hands rests, and your feet will get more tired
than your arms.
very strenuous thin crack in a chimney; good protection, but it's hard to let go to
place it; a fairly nice climb
Fantastic! A strenuous overhanging lieback (crux) leads to wild but moderate
manuevers at the lip of a big roof. The hard moves are well protected.
short, clean hand crack and crux offwidth; receives morning sun
fun arete toprope problem
short, low-quality toprope
steep face and thin crack, a fun climb
exciting finger jamming and delicate stemming in a steep,
shallow dihedral

5.10D
Left Lizard Crack
Lively Yourself Up Homer
Micronesia
Midnight Lumber
Minute Man
More Frozen Food
No Bold Hard
No Perch Is Necessary
No Shirt Needed
Otis
Out To Lunge
Panther Crack
Perpetual Motion
Pet or Meat
Pit Bull Attack
Poodle Woof
Possessed By Elvis
Primal Scream
Prisoner Of Inertia
Pussy Galore
Raked Over The Coles
Rubicon
Semi Tough
Squatter's Right
Stitch in Time
Surface Tension
Swain-Buckey
Talking Fish, the
That Old Soft Shoe
Til Death Do Us Fart
Tin God
To Air Is Human
Treasure Of The Sierra
Madre
Uncle Fester
What's It To You
Wolfman, the

short, slightly overhanging thin crack on good rock with excellent protection; a
warm location on cold days
steep dike; fun moves, but overbolted
short, fairly nice thin crack, with only one hard move
vertical 5.10B/C lieback up a loose flake (serious) leads to a delicate stemming
sequence (crux) by a bolt
full pitch thin face with two tricky sections
a superb 50' route with mixed face and crack climbing, and a wild dynamic slap
(crux) near the top; shaded location
a sustained, overhanging crack route; mainly hand jamming
enjoyable, very well protected thin face and finger crack
nice strenuous steep face and hand crack toprope problem; would be a very serious
lead
short, strenuous face climb on very gritty rock - figuring out the sequence is an
interesting challenge; good protection
nice lieback/steep face problem (now a toprope)
very nice, short, overhanging finger and hand crack
excellent vertical to overhanging hand crack, with good protection; receives early
morning sun
a steep, strenous climb on good rock; overbolted
wild, classic climb! A vertical finger/lieback crack leads to a very exciting vertical
face; somewhat runout
very strenuous bombay chimney and hand jam with excellent protection; a good
route
steep, intense face climbing up a waterchute; a very good route in a sunny location;
reasonably good protection
grainy, well-protected crack with a long move up on a severely flared hand jam at
the crux; receives morning sun
a fun thin face, runout on 5.9/5.10A
nice steep toprope; it would be a very serious lead
nice finger and hand crack with a delicate and awkward crux down low
classic long, sustained finger crack in a shaded location
nice finger crack (a crank at the start is the crux); excellent protection
classic roof crack (offwidth to hands); take 1 1/2"-4" nuts
liebacking and steep face moves up a thin crack (wired nuts and tiny cams) leads to
a wild face crux near the top; an excellent route
classic steep face climb! A difficult and scary sequence leads up to the first bolt,
and sustained, exciting, and somewhat runout climbing goes up from there
steep, well-bolted face with fun moves
excellent long, sustained steep face; some runout 5.9 climbing near the top
nice, fairly sustained, well-protected thin face
crux thin lieback leads to a fun 5.10B roof; good route
a thin face - nothing special
exciting, exposed arete moves on great rock; scary, but you wouldn't get hurt if you
fell at the crux
steep face climb on superb rock; fun moves, but overbolted
excellent short thin crack with great protection; easier if you have thin fingers;
shaded location
nice strenuous toprope route; crux hand traverse leads to a 5.10B finger and hand
crack
fun, steep, south-facing face climb, with good protection

5.11A
29 Bombs
Beadwagon
Bebop Tango
Bendix Claws
Big Moe
Black Lassie
Black President

Break Dancing
Breath Of Death
Brontos Or Us, the
Brown 25
Chute To Kill (route 241)
Coarse And Buggy
Collossus Of Rhoids
Comic Relief
Congratulations
Crack Queen

Crazy Climber
Disco Decoy
ERCA
Fast Lane
Geometry
Green Chile
Heart Of Darkness
Hey Taxi
High Interest
Hooterville Trolley
Jumping Jack Crack
Layaway Plan
Lower Left Ski Track
Moaning Man
Momento Mori
Natural Selection
Need to Have a Word with
Myself

fun pocketed steep face with great rock; I had to do a short lunge at the crux
a fun and varied face climb, with one short, steep, strenuous crux down low; some
easy, exposed mantles higher; and then a balancy move over an overhang (second
crux) onto a large traverse dike; shady location; good protection on the hard moves
nice overhanging face, with long moves between large holds (toprope); shaded
location
a very high quality 80' long crack climb on solid rock; the crux is finger jamming
up a headwall, with a somewhat wider crack above; shade until late afternoon
excellent - long moves between big holds on an overhanging wall, a gymnastic
toprope problem; shaded location
a long, fun, varied crack route on clean rock. The hard moves are mostly liebacks
and finger jamming.
SUPER CLASSIC! One of the best climbs at Joshua Tree, this is a full pitch
climb, with a wide variety of moves on very high quality rock. The crux is a short
face sequence by a bolt half way up, but there is some 5.10D crack climbing near
the top.
very nice steep face with balancy moves; take a #3 friend to back up the third bolt
very nice crack with an overhanging, 3/4" wide crux; shaded location
very well protected steep face in a shady location
exciting toprope problem (it would be a serious lead); thin crack and face; receives
morning sun
excellent stemming up a wide, shallow waterchute; very good protection
excellent stemming and lieback crack with good protection (small to medium nuts);
receives early morning sun
strenuous hand and finger jamming up an overhanging corner; some loose rock
(belay off to the side)
fairly nice toprope; steep face and lieback
fun vertical face with moderate size holds (toprope)
sustained, high quality 140' crack that overhangs by about 10'. The crux is finger
jamming over a bulge 15' off the ground, but most of the rest of the climb is hand
jamming.
A 4" nut is useful for protecting a wide section near the top.
a short, crux face sequence by a bolt leads to a steep 5.10D thin crack
(lieback/jam); sunny location, good climb
fairly nice steep face and crack (toprope)
low angle thin face on excellent rock, with reasonable protection. There is no
anchor on top, so you need to climb down the back side to set a belay anchor.
a high quality face climb that follows a slanting dike. It has a mix of strenuous and
delicate moves.
short, fairly nice roof problem with an interesting crux sequence
short, steep, contrived face; toprope
an excellent, clean 1" crack splitting a vertical wall; shady location
sustained hand jamming up a strongly slanting crack system; a good workout in a
sunny location
very nice strongly overhanging hand crack
a clean, solid, overhanging finger and hand crack (5.10C) leads up to a crux slab; a
terrific route
crux is a short 1" crack with good protection; fairly nice
steep and sustained fingertip lieback, with interesting footwork (toprope)
fun steep liebacking in a shaded location
well-protected face climb on good rock, with lots of finger cranks
very well protected steep face and lieback with some nice moves
a long (140’) dihedral with many fun moves (finger jams, stemming, and
liebacking); high quality
a high quality, exciting thin face The traverse left after the
crux is above the crack marked in the guidebook. Beware of a loose pillar (5.8
moves) at the very top of the climb

5.11A
No Mistake Or Big Pancake
Ontology Recapitulates
Phylogeny (pitch 1)
Outsiders, the
Petrodynamics
Poodle Smasher, the
Popeye
Pump Up The Volume
Red Hot Chile Peppers
Red Snapper
Right Banana Crack
Rites of Passage
Ruby Slippers
Say No To Jugs
Sitting Bull
Such A Savage
Super Monster Killer
Tar Face
Venusian Fece
Vertical Corrector
Washoe Crack
Wedlock
Weenie Roast
Who Cares
Young Frankenstein
Weekend Warrior
Winds of Whoopee
Zygote

exciting strenuous steep face; toprope - would be a very serious lead
very nice, clean thin hands crack in a remote location
steep, strenuous liebacking up a chute on good rock; protection is fairly good (2
bolts)
a terrific, long, overhanging double crack, with liebacking and finger jamming
Great! Sustained 5.10 hand jamming leads to a wild hand traverse, and an
overhanging exit on large face holds; good protection
nice strenuous hand and fist roof crack; a very short climb
short, clean, very well protected thin face
a crux wide stemming start leads up to a bolted face, with some side pulls and thin
balance moves; not a quality route
very clean crack on excellent rock. The overhanging start (fingers/hands) is the
crux; shaded location
nice lieback and hand crack; great protection
a terrific route, with strenuous and delicate chimneying in a clean, solid, wide
dihedral. My legs got tired, and my arms didn’t get a workout at all. Wired nuts
give good protection.
high quality slab route with delicate balance moves; faces south
a very enjoyable overhanging face climb in the shade
excellent climb, with a widening crack in a dihedral; the technical crux is the thin
start, but the last few moves (fist and offwidth) are the most strenuous
excellent steep face on great rock; a long runout to the first bolt (5.10A), but the
crux is well-protected; shaded location
sustained, aesthetic shallow crack and steep friction climb; 10'-15' runout at the
crux
a fun smooth face, with some dynamic moves (toprope)
5.10+ hand jam traverse leds to a shallow thin crack crux; toprope
deceptively difficult balancy face; overbolted
a good quality 40' long, sustained slanting finger crack with smearing footholds
below
excellent 1" crack on solid rock
fun, overhanging hand crack; the crux is at mid-height, but there is some 5.10C/D
hand jamming above
a crux flared hand jam and face sequence leads to steep finger/hand jamming
above
nice thin crack and lieback; good protection, but hard to place at the crux (RP's)
fairly nice thin crack route in a shady location. The crux is a fingertip lieback with
delicate footwork
excellent overhanging crack route - a crux fingers/thin hands section leads to hand
and fist jamming above
fun, steep thin face

5.11B
Latin Swing
Mission Impossible

Overnight Sensation
Red Headed Stranger
Roberts Crack (route 1090)
Twittish Empire
Uncle Remus
Whipped Toppings

nice overhanging face (toprope) in a shaded location
a unique, face climb that gets sun all day. To reach the first handhold, you dash
across a 6’ x 10’ chockstone, plant your foot on the wall, and leap upward (wild)!
A hard mantle and thin face above help make this route a classic. Bring a flexible
#1 1/2 friend for the horizontal crack near the top.
exciting, sustained route (toprope), with finger traverses and tenuous smearing
thin face climb with an intricate crux sequence and excellent protection; a good
quality route that is in shade most of the day
very nice overhanging finger crack; good finger locks and strenuous moves. The
crack is quite coarse, so taping your index fingers is a good idea.
a delicate face crux leads to a 5.10A hand crack
very nice overhanging face
the crux is in the first 10', with lunges for sloping holds on steep rock; the face
above is 5.10D, with adequate protection

5.11C
Butterfly
More Monkey Than Funky
Morongo Man

very nice strenuous finger crack (crux) and hand crack (5.8-5.9) above; can be
soloed
classic 20' roof hand crack! excellent troprope problem; could be led, but rope
drag and perhaps rope tangles would be a big problem
superb big roof crack, with wide hand jamming at the crux, a great climb. Unless
you are very strong, a runout is needed at the crux, but there is nothing but air to hit
if you fall. This climb gets morning sun.

5.12A
Leave It To Beaver

wild pumping overhanging face; mostly large holds; shaded location; toprope

